Biography

Coming from the region of Stein am Rhein and Schaffhausen, Switzerland, TONY DYNAMITE AND THE
SHOOTIN’ BEAVERS have formed in 2008 and worked with blood, sweat and tears on a sweeping and
versatile repertoire of fine surf music. The desire for an individual style motivated the band to release an
album with self-composed surf songs. In spring 2014 the debut album „Bloody Surf“ was published. The
release of the album made it possible for the band to perform beyond the Swiss borders. Concerts at the
legendary „Surfer Joe Summer Festival“ in Livorno (IT), and supporting act performances for the famous
„Insect Surfers“ (L.A.) as well as „Surfer Joe and his Boss Combo“ (IT) followed.
Dive into a TONY DYNAMITE AND THE SHOOTIN’ BEAVERS concert and a long lasting ride on the waves
will be guaranteed!
It’s our instrumental surf sound as well as our maverick cover versions (Nancy Sinatra, The Clash, The
Rolling Stones, Mani Matter etc.) spurring us on.
At times soft and bluesy or pretty much Rockabilly, at others loud, shrill’n punky. That’s what we call
Tijuana-Rock. That’s Tony Dynamite and the shootin’ beavers.
When string virtuoso Slim Dog Murphy works his guitar, Low Rider Stan contributes his rhythm parts and
induces the surfiest melodies with his trumpet, when Cock Rockin’ Joe adds his scrupulous bass groove
and Mad Lock Rusty engulfs his drumsticks in misery, only slowpokes won’t run their asses onto the dancefloor.
Find more information, music and videos on www.tonydynamite.ch

Contact/Booking

Markus Fehr // Dorfstrasse 31 // 8259 Rheinklingen
Phone: +41 79 963 85 25 // surf@tonydynamite.ch

Band

Slim Dog Murphy –Guitar
Lowrider Stan – Trumpet / Guitar / Voice
Mad Lock Rusty – Drums
Cock Rockin Joe –Bass

Discography

Bloddy Surf, 2014, CD, LP

tony dynamite

and the shootin‘ beavers

Demo Sessions, 2012, Downloads on demand
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